Sugarcane videos for grade school children and general audiences are available.

From the Cane Field to Your Sugar Bowl …
starring Farmer Joe and Marie is a five-minute video for grade-schoolers. It details how sugarcane is harvested and made into sugar.

From the Cane Field to Your Sugar Bowl …
starring Farmer Joe and Marie is available online at http://amscl.org/video-gallery/From-The-Cane-Field-To-Your-Sugar-Bowl-with-Farmer-Joe-and-Marie?Sort=
Or go to www.LaCane.org – Education – Video Gallery

Raising Cane in Louisiana is a nine-minute video for general audiences. It also tells the story of sugarcane, Louisiana’s #1 row crop.

Raising Cane can be viewed online at http://amscl.org/video-gallery/Raising-Cane-in-Louisiana-2014?Sort=
Or go to www.LaCane.org – Education – Video Gallery

DVDs of both videos are available on request by calling the American Sugar Cane League office at 985-448-3707 (800-883-2875).